
Corporate BI and Reporting from Anywhere
Jet Analytics delivers fast, flexible dashboards and reports in Excel, Power BI, and on the web. Now you can bring all of your 
data together in one place to enable everyone in the organization to easily perform sophisticated business analysis from 
anywhere, without technical expertise. Empower users to make better decisions, faster.

Designed for business users
● Reporting and analytics in a familiar environment
● View data inside Excel or Microsoft Power BI
● Access dashboards and reports from any web
 browser through the Jet Hub
● Eliminate the need to understand the underlying
 data structure

Rapid time-to-value
● Turnkey installation in hours, not months
● Pre-built OLAP cubes and a data warehouse 
● Extensive report and dashboard template library
● Seamless integration with your Microsoft Dynamics ERP
● Gain valuable business insight from day one
● Build and share dashboards within minutes

Master data managed
● Data warehouse automation for fast, consistent analytics
● Governed data that everyone in the business can rely on
● Provides one version of the truth
● Avoid data discrepancies that can impact the bottom line
● Accurate answers you can rely on

Maximize ROI
● Low cost of ownership
● Includes unlimited users
● Point and click data warehouse automation platform
 allows for BI customization that is 5x faster than 
 traditional BI methodology or manual coding
● No SQL coding required
● Less risk, faster ROI

Built for your ERP and your business
● Microsoft Dynamics AX
● Microsoft Dynamics NAV
● Microsoft Dynamics GP
● Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
● Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
● Connect and bring together an unlimited number of
 additional  SQL data sources

insightsoftware’s financial reporting solutions are easy to install, easy to use, and 
deliver results that are easy to analyze and trust. Integration to 130+ ERPs and EPMs 
automates and accelerates financial and operational reporting processes, leaving you 

more time to focus on analysis. 

Visit insightsoftware.com to learn more.

“Since implementing Jet Analytics, the company has 
seen revenue growth of over 32 percent.”

– Mat Ealy, Kinsey’s Archery  

Turn Data into Insight Immediately 
with Jet Analytics

http://www.insightsoftware.com

